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Goal :  

→ To test the accuracy of two GPS systems (FRWD F300 and Garmin Forerunner 305) 

for an orienteering use. 

 

Protocol : 

1. Test under difficult terrain. 

2. Orienteering test at Fontainebleau. 

3. Accuracy test in a couvert forest (a lot of leafs). 

4. Smoothing test on the speed data. 

5. Accuracy test on the altitude data. 

6. Software. 

7. Advantage / disadvantage for orienteering use. 
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1. Test under difficult terrain. 

 

Goal :  

 To test the GPS on a difficult reception ground: canyon, one meter of wide, 4 

meters of height, side on 50°. 

 

 

 

Protocol : 

3 tries :  

1. First try with FRWD F300, recording every second. (blue) 

2. Second try with Garmin Forerunner 305, recording every second. (red) 

3. Last try with FRWD F300, recording every three seconds. (green) 

 For all try, I ran twice the circuit. Every square represent 10 meters on the ground 

terrain. 

 

Results : 

 The recording with the most differences between the two passages is the green 

(FRWD, recording every 3 seconds). There is no real differences between red 

(Garmin) and blue (FRWD) tracks. The single difference on the tracks (on the top of page) 

doesn’t be take in consideration because it’s a different variation of itinerary ! 
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2. Orienteering test at Fontainebleau. 

 

Goal :  

 To test GPS on an orienteering map realize to 1/7500e with a differential GPS.  

 

Protocol : 

 1 try, 2 runners. The first on with Garmin Forerunner 305 (blue). The second one 

with FRWD F300 (recording every seconds) (red).  

 It’s normal that the track doesn’t cross at the control. It was a training and we just past 

to proximity of the controls. 

 

Results : 

 But in the path, where the differences is obvious, in all-terrain the two tracks are 

very near of reality, for all the ground (rocky labyrinth) : it’s impossible to know if 

the little difference, between the record track and the realize track, is more due to the 

accuracy of the GPS, or more due to the accuracy of map, or more due to the accuracy 

of calibrate of map, or more due to the accuracy of my orienteering ;-)…. 
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3. Accuracy test in a couvert forest (a lot of leafs). 

Goal :  

 To test the real accuracy of GPS under a couvert forest (with a lot of leafs). 

Protocol : 

5 tries :  

1. First try with the FRWD F300, recording every seconds with HR recording 

(green). 

2. Second try with the FRWD F300, recording every 2 seconds (orange). 

3. Third try with the FRWD F300, recording every seconds (red). 

4. Fourth try with the FRWD F300, recording every 2 seconds but hanged on 

the soulder (purple) 

5. Last try with the Garmin Forerunner 305 recording every seconds (blue). 

 For all try, I run this circuit (“8” form) 3 times in all-terrain. 

 We can easily have an idea of the accuracy GPS by the spatial spreading of the node 

(the center) of “eight”. For the rest of 

itinerary, it’s was realize on free itinerary: 

they can vary to one passage to an another 

one, on an other hand, I past always in the center of “eight”, at the each try, at the 

each times... 

Results : 

 The recording with the most accuracy is the record of the FRWD F300: (for 

recording every second or every two seconds) +/- 1 meters for recording every second, 

+/- 3 meters for recording every two seconds. Then it’s the Garmin Forerunner 305 

with +/- 4,5 meters. It’s a best accuracy that it needs for an orienteering use. 

→ Several learning on the FRWD thanks to this test: 1. The start of track is generally 

unsteady. It needs wait a some time before the start (figure c) ; 2. the recording of the 

HR decrease the accuracy (figure a) (???!) ; 3. The fixation on the shoulder isn’t 

Start 

End 
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recommended for orienteering activity. (most recommended for bike for example) 

In summary : the most accuracy track : FRWD with recording every second. 
  

The diameter of the circle on each figure represent the double of distance announce below. 

Recording of Garmin (1s.) : +/- 4,5 meters 

Recording of FRWD (1s., shoulder hanged) : +/- 5,5 meters Recording of FRWD (1s.) : +/- 1 meters 

Recording of FRWD (2s.) : +/- 3 meters Recording of FRWD (1s. with HR) : +/- 7 meters 

Garmin (blue) v.s. FRWD (red) 

a b 

d c 

e f 
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4. Smoothing test on the speed data. 

 

Goal :  

 To observe the speed variations calculate by the GPS for a run at a constant 

speed. 

 

Protocol : 

 A road, straight, flat, one hundred of meters. I run birectional (go then return). 

One try with the FRWD F300 and one try with the Garmin Forerunner 305. 

 It’s normally that the track of Garmin start after, I only start record later. 

 

Results : 

 Tree curves : the speed curve indicate by the FRWD (blue dash), the speed curve  

calculate by the positions indicate by the FRWD (blue line) and the speed curve 

indicate by the Garmin (red line) (the same that the speed calculate by the positions 

indicate by the Garmin). 

 The smoothing of the FRWD show a speed rather near of the reality, with very 

few variations. The speed calculate or supply by the Garmin are very variable: up to 

+/- 4 km/h in difference at each second ! 

 The smoothing is very effective. Only one negative point, at the mid-distance, 

when I stop to return to my start point, the smoothing indicate a minimum speed at 4 

km/h…. 
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5. Accuracy test on the altitude data. 

 

Goal :  

 To observe the accuracy of the altitude indicate by the GPS. 

 

Protocol : 

 The data come from the first test ‘’Test under difficult terrain’’(p. 4-5) 

 Three tries :  

1. First try with the FRWD F300, recording every second. (red) 

2. Second try with the Garmin Forerunner 305. (black) 

3. Last try with the FRWD F300, recording every 3 seconds. (blue) 

 For all try, I ran twice the circuit. The plateau when the second descent of the red curve 

correspond to a stop. 

 

Results : 

 The two curve of the FRWD are identical. The accuracy of the barometric is 

simply exceptional ! Accuracy to the tenth of meters (0.0 m). The curve of two 

successive passage and the curve record in two different conditions (two tries : 1’’ and 

3’’) are identical. All the altitude’s variations due to a cross over of an obstacle 

(obstacle cross over in most one second, about 3 meters) are sensible on the curve. 

 On an other hand, altitude indicate by the Garmin is disappointing. Between 

each second, it can “leap” of most 3 meters... 
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6. Software. 

 

Goal :  

 Comparison of the software include with the GPS. 

 

Results : 

 The data’s smoothing for the FRWD Replayer permit a better reading (more 

visual). The curve of the Garmin aren’t usable in state. The curve of altitude (Garmin) 

with smoothing indicate a climb with slope greater than 90°… 

 The FRWD Replayer dower to the runner, tools (very visual) easy usable for a  

intensive training. 

 Futhermore, data’s export is more effective for the FRWD. But it’s less easy. 

 => The FRWD export all the data (but it’s the smoothing’s data…) : position (in 

two different systems), speed, time, temperature, altitude, climb, average, max, mini, 

heart rate,… but in a text format no-standard. 

 => The Garmin export in CRS format, easy convert in GPX format with the 

CRS2GPX software, but it export only position, altitude and time. 
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Training Center (Garmin) 

Training Center (Garmin) 

FRWD Replayer FC 
Vitesse 
Altitude 

Avec Lissage Garmin 

Sans Lissage Garmin 
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7. Advantage / disadvantage for orienteering use 

 

 1. The accuracy of the position from the two GPS is equivalent and  

very sufficient for an orienteering use. 

 2. The different between the two systems is the accuracy of the altitude. 

The barometer of the FRWD is more fine than the Garmin. Furthermore, 

for the garmin Forerunner 205, the altitude indicate is the GPS altitude and 

not a barometric altitude (Garmin 305) = more bad accuracy ! 

 3. The software include with the FRWD (FRWD Replayer) is more 

advance and intuitive than the Garmin (Training Center). 

 4. For the Heart Rate (HR), the Garmin 305 work with his own belt. 

The FRWD are compatible with the Polar’s belt transmitter. You use your 

Polar and the FRWD record too your Heart Rate. 
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 +/- 
Garmin Forerunner 305 FRWD F300 

Advantages 
for my use 

Disadvantages 
for my use 

Advantages 
for my use 

Disadvantages 
for my use 

Screen on the swatch Voluminous swatch Robustness Chipset uNav 

Chipset Sirf III 
Risk of shock on the 
screen 

Good reception  
(good accuracy) 

No access to the lout 
data (orginal’s data) 

Very good reception 
(very good accuracy) 

Battery charge ONLY 
on USB port 

Compatibility with the 
belt POLAR 

No access to data in real 
time for an orienteering 
use 

G o o d  s p e e d  o f 
acquisition 

Bad accuracy for the 
altitude 

Very good accuracy for 
the altitude  

Access to data in real 
time for an orienteering 
use 

Software Very good software  

  Battery LR6  

  
Position on the body 
(arm)  

  
Possibility to access  of 
the data on mobile 
phone in real time. 

 


